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Are we where we should be? 
Technology has fueled creative solutions for combating test theft 
and cheating. 
 Facial recognition software 
 kiosk-based exam administration
 item format innovation, and computer algorithms, transcend item exposure
Discussion of Test Security Innovation thru application
 Case study approach to implementing new technology
 Organization-specific solutions
 Organizational results
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Session Objectives:
As a result of this session, participants will be able to:

 Describe test security innovations and their impact on current testing 
trends

 Identify the considerations for implementing new test security 
innovations

 Compare and contrast how different organizations have used test 
security innovation to their benefit
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Protect Integrity of Certification
Delayed Scoring and JIT Data Forensics
▪Problem - Most exam security techniques only capture testing 

violations AFTER the credential is awarded
▪ The Big Idea – Set TWO criteria for passing an exam

� Cut score
� Exam security threshold

▪ Take Aways
� Requires systems that support delayed scoring and JIT data forensics
� Significantly improved integrity of certifications
� Educated exam takers on acceptable testing behavior
� Streamlined and automated exam security processes
� Collected relevant data on how candidates are taking exams
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“Fingerprinting” to Identify Exam Theft
▪Problem – Identify who is stealing exam questions so 

program can take action
▪The Big Idea – Mark exam questions to identify who saw 

that exam question
▪Take Aways

� Requires test delivery partner that supports the technique
� Works best for organizations that update exams often and quickly
� Most useful for programs with significant theft of test items that are than 

made available on “cheat sites”
� Saw a marked reduction in exams exposed on the web
� Valuable tool in a comprehensive exam security program
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Blockchain: A Promise of Secure Credential Validation
▪ Problem – how can we find a valid means of checking credential 

claims to engender trust and realize cost savings?
▪ The Big Idea – Blockchain could become the key to unlocking the 

digital landscape for credential earners and issuers alike.
▪ Take Aways

� Providing a tamper-proof credential from a trusted source is compelling
� The need for trusted advisors and networks is critical to adoption
� Publish once, for a lifetime (diploma) is the most promising use case
� Smart contracts, endorsements, and evidence-based work supporting a 

credit are a few of the varied cases that blockchain can support well
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Machine Learning to the Rescue?
▪ Problem – How do we ensure SMEs are doing higher order work?
▪ The Big Idea – Use machine learning to comb through databases 

to generate items based on user interactions.
▪ Take Aways

� Setting up machine learning for pattern recognition is simple
� Aligning data scientists to item construction is less simple
� Curated output on validated data saves SMEs time and effort in item 

construction
� SMEs able to design a test based on most current scenarios and problems
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NLP: Using The Machine To Identify Compromised Items
▪ Problem – If you look for your content online, you will find it. This 

becomes a “big data” problem; how can you efficiently sift 
through all the data to identify your secure content?
▪ The Big Idea – An NLP-based application can be developed and 

embedded into a review process to match text quickly and 
accurately
▪ Take Aways

� An NLP text matching application can greatly streamline test security tasks
� Experts must develop a process to surround the NLP application and 

create decision rules for item exposure
� This application can be a building block to using NLP as part of innovative 

test development and pool management
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Test Security Innovation:  
Delayed Scoring and JIT Data Forensics to Protect Integrity of Certification 
 
Delayed scoring, supported by JIT data forensics, can identify assisted testing and/or exam fraud before 
any credential is awarded. 

IMPROVE HOW YOU PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF YOUR CREDENTIAL WITH 
LESS INVESTMENT OF TIME AND DOLLERS 
 
 

Adobe, an enterprise-level creative, marketing and document management software company, wanted 
a proactive approach to protecting the integrity and reliability of the Adobe Certified Expert credential.  
However, most exam security techniques only capture the testing violation AFTER the credential is 
awarded, resulting in certified individuals that required assistance of some type to pass the exam.  What 
if we could identify exam fraud BEFORE the certification was awarded – protecting the integrity of the 
certification AND avoiding the cost and poor candidate/stakeholder relationships that result from 
pulling a certification after it is awarded? 

IDEA: TWO CRITERIA TO PASS AN EXAM – CUT SCORE AND EXAM SECURITY 
THRESHOLD  
 

The data forensics used to identify an “assisted” exam event follow similar rigor to how we establish our 
exam cut scores.  Traditionally we have only applied this analysis after an exam is passed and a 
certification is awarded.  But current technology allows us to move some data forensics “up” in the 
process so that it happens almost at the same time as analyzing results against the cut score (up to 12 
hour lag).  For credential programs that deliver exams online and whose candidates expect an 
immediate determination of “pass/no pass” this capability allows two criteria for awarding a 
certification - candidate must meet the cut score, and they must pass an established threshold for 
various exam security incidents.  This paradigm shift in when we determine exam fraud means: 

1) Certifications are awarded only after data forensics have been run, resulting in higher integrity 
in certifications awarded; 

2) Reduced need to do data forensics after a certification is awarded, and reduced resulting 
“revoking” of certifications; 

3) No need for an “appeals” process on certifications not awarded as it is done at the “pass/no 
pass” decision point; and 

4) Reduced candidate and stakeholder frustration/issues related to revoking certifications. 

  



Test Security Innovation:  
Delayed Scoring and JIT Data Forensics to Protect Integrity of Certification 
 
 

Implementation Educate the Candidate Adobe Learning 
Adobe implemented delayed 
scoring with JIT data forensics in 
July, 2019.   For the initial 
launch Adobe wanted to learn 
about exam fraud and educate 
their candidates on exam 
security policies.  Adobe saw 
less then 1% of all exam 
attempts with any violation, 
which was good.  But they still 
wanted to address the issues.  
Key violation types were fast 
test time, abandoned tests and 
exam retake violations.  Apporx 
100 warning letters were 
issued, but in this phase, no 
certifications were revoked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adobe is seeing a general 
decline in number of exam 
security events, and this is 
attributed to warning letters 
that are sent out serving to 
educate candidates on what is 
appropriate exam prep and 
inform on Adobe’s strict 
enforcement of our exam 
policies.  The assumption is that 
this increased awareness is 
driving better exam prep 
practices and improving the 
perception of the Adobe 
Certified Expert as a truly 
relevant and reliable credential.  
Adobe is “moving candidates 
down” the Exam Fraud Pyramid 
into the category of exam takers 
that do not cheat. 

Adobe learned some surprising 
things about their candidates 
during this exercise.  First, they 
were happy to learn that 
assisted testing was not a 
significant issue based on the 
relatively low level and type of 
incidents.  This correlates with 
not many of Adobe exams 
available on cheat sites so not a 
huge surprise.  What was 
surprising is that, based on the 
number of Fast Test, Skipped 
Items incidents, we learned that 
candidates are using the live 
exam as a “practice test”.  
Adobe had no actual practice 
tests, and vouchers for the 
certification exams are available 
to many exam takers.   This 
resulted in leveraging the actual 
exams as practice tests.  
Effective February 2020 Adobe 
now offers a robust set of 
practice tests!  They will 
monitor the exam fraud 
incidents to see what impact 
this will have on test taking 
behaviors.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Delayed scoring supported by JIT data forensics can significantly improve the integrity of your 
certifications.  It can also improve the testing behavior of your candidates through immediately relevant 
and impactful communications and education on your exam security policies.  Finally, the data is 
valuable to better understand how candidates are taking your exams, how they are preparing and 
where a program might better support that preparation. 



Test Security Innovation:  
“Fingerprinting” to Identify Exam Theft 
 
The use of “Fingerprinting”, sometimes called Watermarks and/or Dynamic Identifiers, allows credential 
programs to identify who has stolen test items.  Best used by programs that: 

1)  experience significant exam theft,  
2) can pursue perpetrators once identified, and 
3) work with an exam delivery vendor who can support dynamic identifies. 

DISCOURAGE EXAM THEFT BY IDENTIFING THEFT THOSE STEALING ITEMS 
 
 

A large, American multinational enterprise information technology company offers a comprehensive set 
of certifications to their partners, customers and employees.  Their certifications are highly valued 
around the world.  The company is committed to protecting the integrity and validity of their credentials 
with a comprehensive exam security program, that includes “marking” their exams so that if exam 
questions are stolen, they can identify the thief and take action.   

 

IDEA: BY IDENTIFING INDIVIDAULS STEALING EXAM ITEMS HPE CAN TAKE 
ACTION TO PREVENT THEFT  
 

Working with their exam delivery vendor, who supports dynamic identifiers, the company embeds in 
their stems and/or answer options a unique code that identifies who the exam was delivered to.  They 
have a robust process to take advantage of this “fingerprint” as follows: 

1) Regular web patrols to identify exam content available on the web 
2) Purchase the content 
3) Analyze the content, looking for the unique identifier 
4) Once found identify the individual who was delivered this exam 
5) Ban the individual from the program and from taking any other exams.  The notification and 

appeal process depends on who the candidate is and their relationship with the company 
(partner, customer or employee). 

  

  



Test Security Innovation:  
“Fingerprinting” to Identify Exam Theft 
 
 

Implementation Impact Go Forward Plan 
 
The company has been doing 
this for a few years.  It is 
currently implemented in 90% 
of their exams.  This is part of a 
comprehensive exam security 
program that looks at both 
protecting content and identify 
individuals who have prior 
access to the content. 
 
This is a low-cost exam security 
measure – if the test delivery 
partner can support it.  IT works 
well with standard multiple-
choice exams.  Will not work as 
well with different item types 
like DMOC, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Since implementing the 
company has banned 
approximately 8 individuals 
identified as stealing content.  
There has been a marked 
reduction in exams exposed on 
the web.  The company believes 
this is due, in part, to their 
vigilance and that exam theft 
organization know that they are 
working to protect their exam.   
 
The company does believe that 
the exam theft organizations 
are aware of this finger printing 
technique.  They have been able 
to continually change their 
approach, at minimal cost, 
which has allowed the method 
to continue to benefit the 
program despite awareness in 
the “cheat site” market. 

 
The company sees this as a 
valuable “tool” in their exam 
security tool kit and will 
continue to apply where 
appropriate and value add. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Fingerprinting exams can protect your item pool.  Although a reactive tool - shutting the barn door after 
the horse has left! – it does create consequences for the exam thief – meaning the next time no one 
opens the barn door!  The company has seen benefit from their investment in this exam security 
technique and will continue to use it. 

 



 
 

Blockchain: a distributed ledger system where transactions between parties are recorded securely in 
blocks, with each block containing a timestamp and link to the previous block, forming a chain. 

THE PROMISE OF A SECURELY VALIDATED CREDENTIAL  

Conceptually, the use of blockchain to validate a person’s credentials holds great promise. To have a 
secure, valid means of checking credential claims would engender trust, realize cost savings (HR & 
Recruiting), and provide many other tangible benefits. 

IF YOU BUILD IT… WILL THEY COME?  

Recently several digital credentialing groups have announced blockchain support, and a few new 
blockchain-based startups have announced their intention to launch. The key question is to what 
degree these services provide a unique set of services and whether credentialing organizations will 
see enough incremental benefit to drive demand for these new services.  

Early movers who adopted distributed ledger credential features include Credly, whose Acclaim 
platform supports blockchain publishing. Credly added blockchain features in late 2018 based on 
interest from its customers (who include large credentialing bodies, global companies, solution 
providers, OEMs, academic institutions, and government agencies).  Other badge platform providers 
now also offer blockchain support using the Blockcert standard developed by MIT researchers. The 
wider credentialing community is now focusing its efforts on work being conducted by the W3C’s 
Verifiable Credentials working group.  

Some common benefits being sought: 

• Leveraging the latest technology 
• Using a trusted source for external verification 
• Providing a credential record that is tamper-proof 
• Providing a service-independent method for credential earners to access their credentials 

Although there has been a great deal of interest, adoption has been slow. Some potential factors: 

• HCM disruption 
• Interoperability 
• Secure Identity management 
• Uniqueness of blockchain-based solutions when existing SaaS options meet most needs already 

Test Security Innovation: 
Using Blockchain to Validate Credentials 



This table presents two present blockchain adoption challenges as well as an achievable aspiration. 
 

  One-time vs. life-long    Secure Data Feed    Digital Denizens  
The most promising use case 
presently is a one-time publish 
and capture credential; think 
college diploma. This model is 
also useful for access to 
credentials from war-torn 
regions, for refugee 
populations, for instance. 

 
Credentials and certifications, 
which can expire, present the 
need for a more complex 
ecosystem which isn’t present 
yet. 

The need for trusted advisors 
and trusted networks is critical 
to blockchain adoption. 

 
Presently some organizations 
store the complete credential 
information on the blockchain, 
but a better design is to put a 
“pointer” to the credential on 
the blockchain instead, enabling 
support for dynamic lifecycles 
typical of professional 
credentials. 

Blockchain could become the 
key to unlocking the digital 
landscape for credential earners 
and issuers alike. 

 
Endorsements, evidence-based 
work towards a college credit, 
smart contracts, and traditional 
credentials and certifications 
can all be supported by 
blockchain. 

  

 

CONCLUSION  

As with other promising trends, a focus on credentialing challenges for Issuers and Candidates will remain 
the most productive approach to utilizing blockchain innovations. Organizations have been saying “Yes, 
we want blockchain…” but many still seem to be waiting.  

 
How Blockchain Credentials Work: https://www.blockcerts.org/guide/ 

For information on Credly’s offering please visit: https://info.credly.com/  
You can also contact Credly’s Peter Janzow: pete@credly.com /@pjanzow 

https://www.blockcerts.org/guide/
https://info.credly.com/
mailto:pete@credly.com


Test Security Innovation:  
Using Artificial Intelligence to Generate Items 
 

 

Machine learning - a subset of artificial intelligence that analyzes data using patterns and inferences 
instead of explicit instructions. 

MACHINE LEARNING TO THE RESCUE? 
 
An Enterprise-level product and services company is experimenting with machine learning to generate 
test items and scenarios. Their initial ask is, “Can AI, through the vehicle of machine learning, comb 
through our databases and generate stems, distractors, and scenarios for item development?”  
 

IDEA: SMEs ARE BEST SUITED FOR HIGHER ORDER WORK 
 
Use machine learning to process large data sets and recognize patterns  

• White papers, databases, FAQs should be rich sources 
• Helpdesk tickets can highlight common issues and show how they were solved  
• Market data can highlight unmet customer needs not addressed in training/certification 
• Disparate data sources can be rationalized and mapped to KSAs and competencies 

Use SMEs to take the machine learning outputs to generate item portions or real-life scenarios 

• Pattern recognition distilled and visualized  
• Most common pain points and topics curated 
• SMEs take initial output (knowledge level) and uplift into application 

 

Pilot Item Generation Scenario Generation 
Using machine learning for 
pattern recognition is 
conceptually simple.  
 
Aligning machine learning and 
data scientists in this 
unexplored area is new and 
challenging.  
 
The company wants to 
successfully apply this approach 
to one product domain in FY20. 

Machine learning will cull and 
curate disparate data sets to 
provide SMEs with a better 
starting point for item 
generation and construction.  
 
SMEs will spend less time 
thinking about item topics and 
constructions. 
 
SMEs will use validated data to 
write more targeted items. 

Utilizing various customer-
centric databases, machine 
learning will highlight the most 
common problems and product 
complaints. 
 
SMEs can craft more relevant 
item scenarios or case studies. 
 
SMEs can design a test that is 
more current, addressing the 
most common problems. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
This company has rich potential data sources, deep artificial intelligence capabilities, and many 
competent data scientists. Getting these resources and the capabilities aligned without C-level support 
makes this venture much like a start-up. The premise is strong and holds great promise, especially for 
efficiently distilling relevant subject matter and freeing up valuable SME time to focus where they can 
apply their best value in item generation and test form construction. 



Test Security Innovation:  
An Application of Natural Language Processing to the Identification of 
Compromised Content 
 
THE PROBLEM 
➢ Examinees can “harvest” high-stakes, secure items for profit or other motives, and current 

technology makes harvesting and sharing of secure materials easier. 
➢ If organizations look for their secure content online, they will find it, and they may find 

more than they know what do with. Some of this content may not be live material but will 
be labeled as such.  

➢ Removing content online that is live material is important to maintain fairness in testing; 
organizations may also want to remove content that is not live material due to branding and 
reputation concerns.  

➢ Manual efforts to evaluate all content found online can be time consuming and inaccurate, 
even when done by content experts. The sole use of manual effort increases the likelihood 
that harvested material will remain online and that examinees may unfairly benefit by 
memorizing harvested material.  

 
IDEA: NLP PROVIDES A SOLUTION 
✓ Natural language processing (NLP) is the ability of a computer program to understand 

human language. NLP is a component of artificial intelligence (AI). 
✓ NLP technology is currently used in plagiarism detection applications, but these applications 

are not suitable for large quantities of secure test material. 
✓ An American medical licensure testing organization has developed and implemented 

software to compare potentially compromised material found online to material in item 
banks. 

✓ The software uses NLP and established text matching indices to allow for rapid and accurate 
matching of text-based material. 

✓ The software incorporates the complex and specific terminology used in the multiple-choice 
items by this organization.  

✓ The software also prioritizes the matches by the amount of matched text. Flags were used 
to ensure that all matches above a certain index value were reviewed quickly.  

✓ Experts in test development and test content reviewed and interpreted the prioritized 
matches as part of a comprehensive process, in which the NLP application was but one 
segment. 

✓ The organization simultaneously implemented an enhanced web search to find more 
potentially live material being shared online.  

✓ With the NLP application and an end-to-end process in place to triage material, match text, 
review the prioritized matches, and make decisions about live items, the metrics for 
measuring test security efforts improved dramatically. 

  



Test Security Innovation:  
An Application of Natural Language Processing to the Identification of 
Compromised Content 
 
IMPROVED METRICS 
 

Efficient response to 
increase in exposure 

Reduced resolution time 
 

Improved adherence to  
SLAs 

➢ The enhanced online 
searches employed in the 
final 8 months of 2019 
resulted in a 144% 
increase in incidents, as 
compared to the prior 22 
months. 

✓ However, with the use of 
the NLP text matching 
application, no additional 
staff were needed to 
process these incidents. 

✓ The average total cycle 
time needed to resolve 
incidents of shared 
material (determine not 
a match or find matches 
that need to be 
removed) was reduced 
from 32 workdays to 15 
with the use of the NLP 
application.  

➢ The organization’s test 
security office had a 
service-level agreement 
(SLA) to resolve all test 
security incidents within 
a certain time frame. 

✓ With the use of the NLP 
application, the 
adherence to SLAs 
increased from 44% to 
85%.  

 
 

 

CONCLUSION 
✓ An NLP text matching application can greatly improve the speed, accuracy, consistency, and 

scalability with which work supporting test security can be performed.   
✓ However, the application is not the solution in and of itself. Such an application should be 

embedded in a process to triage material found online and judge the matched material to 
determine the levels of exposure that constitute a threat to test security. 

✓ The level of matching that can be detected and prioritized by the NLP application must be 
explicitly discussed in the context of exam validity evidence.  

✓ This kind of application is an excellent example of artificial intelligence freeing up the 
humans to do what they do best. The human effort is replaced only to add efficiency; what 
are not replaced are human judgment and expertise. There must be an explicit 
acknowledgement of how the human expertise will be supported by the technology.  

✓ Testing organizations would do well to consider opportunities to implement artificial 
intelligence to support the test development and item development tasks that don't have to 
be done by a human, to free up their test developers and other experts to apply their 
judgment and expertise where it is truly needed. 


